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Cutting-edge Technologies 
for All Your 
Trading Demands
The one-stop ecosystem for institutional traders
Explore 1ex Token[image: promo]1ex token on MEXC!
buy now

Our Products
ai newsai news1ex terminal1ex terminalalgoalgo1ex token

ai news
News FeedUse different sources of information and customize the feed to suit your preferences.

ScreenerQuickly identify market inefficiencies with every-second updates.

Market Sentiment IndicatorsUse various data points and signals to identify trends and make informed decisions.

Leading Volatility IndicatorsThe fastest indicator on the market, which analyses market 'energy' and predicts volatility and momentum strength.

AI AssistantThe neural network assistant answers questions based on the latest news from the finance world.

Market Balance IndicatorAnalyzing key indicators and price movements provides valuable information about the instrument's state. The points of the greatest imbalance increase the probability of a trend change. Combined with classical analytics, they allow you to effectively determine the most qualitative entry points.

try now
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1ex terminal
A high-performance-oriented trading and scalping terminal with the ability to withstand increased market volatility. Optimization of load parameters, as in the banking sector, where even a microsecond matters.

Multifunctional cluster analysis6 bases of candlestick formation. 11 variants of cluster filling. Effective analysis of volume, time, and price intensity.

Unique analytics of limit ordersCreate a complete picture of what is happening and analyze the second participant of the deal. A distinctive 'aspirational' analysis that features the trades of the not yet occurred. Evaluating the behavioural capacity of limit orders and forming significant support and resistance price levels will help increase the accuracy and efficiency of trading operations.

Formation of workspace on multiple monitors with many open instruments used in trading.

Expanding analytics functionality, with the possibility of adding the 1EX AI NEWS product to a trading and analytical space.

coming soon
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algo
Cryptocurrency and stock trading.Trade on Web3 as well as on the classic financial market.

Embedded trading strategies.Functionality includes trading, backtesting, optimization, and forward analysis.

Risk management.Exceptional accuracy in the calculation of possible risks for different assets.

Multi-accounting.Use different strategies for different accounts and switch them instantly.

try now
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Flight route
	

	Q1 2024
	■1EX AI News Release
	■TOP-Tier MM Partnerships

	

	Q2 2024
	■1EX Trading Terminal Release
	■5+ exchanges connected to the terminal
	■1EX Token listing on a new exchange
	■Access to all annual subscriptions with a 1EX utility token

	

	Q3 2024
	■Trading competitions
	■Algostrategies integrated into the 1EX Terminal
	■Volatility prediction indicators
	■10+ exchanges connected to the terminal
	■High-yield staking

	

	Q4 2024
	■Support and Resistance indicator feature release
	■Crypto industry correlation indicator release
	■Trading Commission discounts for 1EX token holders
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